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Abstract—A system using frequency offset based transmitreference (TR) modulation allows multiple nodes to transmit
simultaneously and asynchronously without any mutual timing
coordination. Thus, such a system provides inherent capabilities for a multiple access in the medium access control (MAC)
layer to coordinate the shared use of the common wireless
medium among the nodes of the wireless sensor network
(WSN). However, certain characteristics of a frequency offset
based system limits its performance, for example, the number
of available frequency offsets is limited as it depends on
several system parameters, and the number of simultaneous
communications using different frequency offsets is limited
due to inter-user interference. In this paper, we introduce an
extended version of the performance model of a basic slottedAloha system, that captures the basic phenomena of a multichannel system with a limited set of channels and a limit to
the number of simultaneously used channels. An analysis of
this model reveals the potential of a MAC protocol for TR
modulation with frequency offsets.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In wireless communications, the MAC protocol performs
the multiple access control for the shared medium. Wireless
sensor networks mostly use single channel systems for
operation. However, throughput and capacity performance
of single channel systems decline as the number of communicating nodes increases with the prevalence of internet of
things (IoT). Thus, the WSNs need to have efficient multiple
access scheme with multiple channels.
A multi-channel system attempts to increase the system
throughput and efficiency by using multiple frequency channels. However, this performance improvement comes at the
cost of increased power consumption, channel switching
delay, channel coordination between sender and receiver, and
adjacent channel interference [1]. The power consumption of
a node increases if multiple transceivers are used to realize
multi-channel communication. A single tunable transceiver
to operate on different frequencies adds the overhead of
channel switching delay. Most importantly, a detailed coordination for channel switching is necessary among the
nodes to ensure that the receiver is on the same channel
with the sender at the same time to receive the packet.
Furthermore, multi-channel protocols also suffer from interchannel interference. However, there exists single channel

systems that could offer performance like multi-channel
system with limited complexity. TR modulation is one of
such single channel systems.
Transmit-reference modulation offers frequency offsets,
which can be used as virtual frequency channels for multiple
access [2]. The sender using TR modulation modulates a
reference signal with data, and sends both the modulated
signal and the reference signal in the shared medium with a
frequency offset known to the receiver. The receiver restores
the transmitted data by correlating the received signal with a
version of itself having the same frequency offset applied. In
a TR system, the receiver only needs to know the frequency
offset used by the sender in order to decode the received
signal [3]. Thus, TR modulation offers a simplified solution
to the channel coordination problem if nodes work in pairs.
Moreover, multiple nodes can transmit simultaneously by
employing several frequency offsets without the need for
mutual timing coordination.
Exploiting this TR modulation in the physical layer,
earlier the authors in [3–6] proposed a MAC layer protocol, called TR-MAC for low duty cycle and low data
rate operation. The nodes using TR-MAC operate in pairs
in synchronized link states by remembering the frequency
offset to be used for future communication. As a preamble sampling protocol, the nodes using TR-MAC protocol
perform independent duty cycling, and sleep most of the
time to save energy. Furthermore, this duty cycling ensures
that only few nodes communicate at a time, thus only few
frequency offsets are used simultaneously. As a result, a
single channel can be used for multiple access communication by different pairs of nodes using different frequency
offsets. The communication is successful if different pairs of
nodes within the range choose mutually exclusive frequency
offsets. Multiple pairs of nodes choosing the same frequency
offset within the range of a receiver would result in a
collision, since the intended receiver would not be able
to decode the transmitted signal properly. Thus, TR-MAC
protocol exploits the frequency offset based TR modulation
in the physical layer to provide more flexibility towards the
upper layers.
The frequency offset based multiple access has two characteristics that limit its performance: i) The number of
available frequency offsets gets limited, and depends on

the desired data rate, symbol rate of the used modulation,
and delay spread of the environment; and ii) The number
of simultaneous communications using different frequency
offsets becomes limited, since the receiver experiences problems to decode the signal within the increased interference
level in the presence of several signals using different
frequency offsets. Therefore, a suitable model for frequency
offset based multiple access technique is needed that takes
care of these limitations for coordinating the shared medium
access in WSNs.
The main question addressed in this paper is: how do the
multi-channel properties and the mentioned limitations affect
the performance of multiple access control in a system based
on transmit-reference modulation with frequency offsets? In
this paper, we propose and analyze a model for multiple
access scheme using frequency offsets. As our starting point,
we take a basic model of single channel slotted Aloha (SAloha) [7]. We extend the single channel S-Aloha model
for multi-channel S-Aloha with similar principles. In the
multi-channel S-Aloha model, a node can randomly and
independently choose any of the channels for a time slot
to transmit a packet. A communication is successful if the
chosen channel was unique for that time slot. Finally, we
extend this model further, to take into account the specific
limitations mentioned above. The result is a model that
describes the behaviour of a slotted, Aloha-based access
mechanism for WSNs based on transmit-reference modulation with multiple frequency offsets. As such, it provides
fundamental insights into the performance limits of a MAC
protocol for TR modulation.
The contributions of this paper are: i) we present a general
model for a multi-channel slotted Aloha-based multiple
access scheme where transmissions are successful if a unique
channel is chosen, and if the total number of transmissions
is below a certain limit; ii) we use the model to provide
fundamental insight into the performance of a MAC protocol
for transmit-reference modulation with frequency offsets; iii)
as an intermediate product, we present a model for straight
multi-channel slotted Aloha; and iv) we validate our models
by comparing to results from a simulation model.
The remainder of this paper is organized in the following
manner: Section II presents related work. Afterwards, the
multiple access scheme using frequency offset model is
given in Section III. Section IV presents the results and
analysis in terms of efficiency and throughput of the system.
Finally, Section V provides the concluding remarks of our
work, and suggests the future work.
II. R ELATED W ORK
In wireless communication, medium access control has
been analyzed for several decades. Various multiple access
protocols are available in the literature [8], [9]. Aloha was
the first multiple access protocol that allows a node to
transmit a packet as soon as it receives the packet from

the upper layers [10]. In case of a collision, the senders
retransmit the packet with a certain probability p. With
this simple mechanism, Aloha provides a maximum of 18%
channel efficiency. Afterwards, S-Aloha was proposed where
a channel is divided in several time slots, and nodes defer
the packet transmission to the start of a time slot [7]. The
maximum efficiency of S-Aloha is 37% after using the time
slot based mechanism.
A generic multi-channel system consists of several independent channels. To transmit a packet, a user can choose
any of these channels using a suitable multiple access
protocol. A simple multi-channel system could be a multichannel slotted-Aloha system that consists of multiple equalcapacity slotted channels shared by several users, where a
user first chooses a channel, then chooses a slot to transmit a
packet. A multi-channel S-Aloha protocol has been studied
in [11], and a stability optimization criterion with and
without receiver collision has been studied in [12]. This
multi-channel system improved performance, and offered
cost reduction and fault tolerance compared to the single
channel system. The performance of multi-channel slottedAloha system was also analyzed in [13] and [14] with a
deterministic channel model without multi-path fading. The
authors in [15] discussed about stabilizing the multi-channel
S-Aloha from the context of M2M communication.
The main difference of this research with the other research is that we propose a model of an intermediate multichannel S-Aloha, and use the channel selection mechanism
of that intermediate multi-channel S-Aloha to propose a
novel multiple access model using frequency offsets.
III. M ODELLING MULTIPLE ACCESS SCHEMES
In this section, we present models of existing multiple
access schemes, propose a new frequency offset based
multiple access technique, and extend the presented models
to capture its behaviour. The multiple access problem deals
with the coordination of multiple sending and receiving
nodes sharing a common medium. We start with the basic
multiple access scheme of S-Aloha for a single channel.
Afterwards, we model a simple multiple access scheme for
multiple channels using S-Aloha. Finally, we model the
multiple access technique with multiple frequency offsets.
A. S-Aloha system
S-Aloha is a simple multiple access technique for a
single channel, where the channel is divided into time
slots. A node always transmits in the beginning of a time
slot. Whenever a node receives a packet to transmit, the
transmission is delayed until the start of the next time slot
[10]. A transmission can be successful if only one packet
is present in a slot. Collision happens in the presence of
multiple packets in a time slot. Thus, the vulnerable period
of S-Aloha is essentially the time slot duration, where the

desired packet can collide with transmissions coming from
other transmitting nodes.
In modelling S-Aloha, it is usually assumed that the
probability p that a certain node transmits within a time slot
for a fresh packet is the same for a retransmitted packet that
suffered a collision. Hence, the average number of packet
transmissions in the system within a time slot can be given
by = np, where n is the number of active nodes. Let us
now define the random variable K as the number of nodes
that are transmitting simultaneously. If we assume the packet
arrival process is a Poisson process, the probability of k
arrivals, or equivalently k transmission attempts, within a
unit time is given by
k

(1)
.
k!
Therefore, the average number of packets that can be
successfully delivered, i.e., the throughput, SS , for single
channel S-Aloha system is given by
P (K = k) =

SS

e

=

E(No. of successful transmissions per slot)

=

P (K = 1) = e

(2)

.

S-Aloha only provides successful transmissions without collision when only one transmission attempt is made per time
slot. The efficiency of the S-Aloha system would be the
same as its throughput because of the availability of only
one channel, and can be given by
ES = e

.

(3)

B. Multi-channel S-Aloha system
In this section, we extend the model of S-Aloha for
multiple channels. The working principle of multi-channel
S-Aloha would be similar to that of S-Aloha with C narrowband S-Aloha channels in parallel occupying the same
bandwidth as the S-Aloha system. In this way, the collision
domain would be limited to that particular channel. A node
would select a channel randomly and independently of other
nodes to initiate a packet transmission. The communication
would be successful if one node chooses a unique channel
for a single time slot. Collision happens if multiple transmitters choose the same channel for a single time slot.
Therefore, the system throughput, SM , for a multi-channel
S-Aloha system with C channels can be derived as
SM

=
=
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1
X
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k=1

=
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k
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1
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k
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)

X
s=1

s P (C, k, s),

(4)

where P (C, k, s) denotes the probability of s successful
transmission when k nodes are transmitting simultaneously,
and C channels are available. In Eq. 4, we have also used the
fact that the number of successful transmissions (s) cannot
be more than the number of attempts (k) or the number of
channels (C) present. The formula to calculate P (C, k, s)
is given later in this section.
The efficiency of the multi-channel S-Aloha system can
be derived by normalizing the throughput by the number of
available channels, C, and can be given by
EM =

1
C

1
X

k=1

min(k,C)

k

(e

k!

)

X

s P (C, k, s).

(5)

s=1

C. Multiple access scheme using frequency offsets
In a system with transmit-reference modulation, the multiple access scheme can be based on multiple frequency
offsets, where different nodes use different frequency offsets
to communicate with each other. To transmit a packet,
one node can randomly choose a frequency offset from
the frequency offset pool, and modulate the carrier signal
with the chosen frequency offset. The receiver can use
the same frequency offset to decode the received signal in
order to retrieve the original transmitted data. Therefore, the
frequency offset pool can be referred to as a collection of
virtual channels.
In a frequency offset based multiple access system, a node
could independently and randomly choose a frequency offset
to initiate a packet transmission. A transmission is successful
only if the frequency offset chosen by one node is not chosen
by any other node within its range at the same time. Collision
occurs if another node within the coverage area chooses
the same frequency offset to transmit simultaneously. As a
result, a multiple access scheme using frequency offsets can
be modelled using the similar principles of multi-channel
S-Aloha. Furthermore, now C corresponds to the number
of maximum available frequency offsets for multiple access
with frequency offset. The number of unique frequency offsets in the offset pool is variable, and depends on the system
parameters, for example, data rate, coherence bandwidth,
and delay spread of the environment. As a result, the total
number of unique frequency offsets available for use gets
limited. A calculation of the number of frequency offsets
based on the system parameters is given in Appendix A.
However, there is an important difference. Unlike in
multichannel S-Aloha system, the number of simultaneous
communications is limited with a maximum value of m,
due to the limit in acceptable interference level. Assuming a
scenario where multiple transmissions using several different
frequency offsets are destined to different receivers. The
total interference level is increased by these simultaneous
transmissions because of the cross-mixing among signals
from different active nodes using different frequency offsets.
The authors in [2] analyzed the limitation on simultaneous

communications for a desired receiver in the presence of
several simultaneous transmissions, and concluded at most
3 to 4 active transmissions within the acceptable interference
level. It may even be possible to have fewer parallel transmissions towards the same receiver, which is out of scope
of this paper.
We can then derive the system throughput, SF O , for
a frequency offset based multiple access scheme with C
available frequency offsets, and maximum m number of
simultaneous communications as
SF O

=
=

1
X

k=1
m
X
k=1

P (K = k) E(No. of succ. trans. | K = k)
P (K = k) E(No. of succ. trans. | K = k),

since with more than m simultaneous communication attempts, none can be successful. This can be further simplified, similar to Eq. (4), as
SF O
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m
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The efficiency of the frequency offset based multiple access
system can be derived by normalizing the throughput by the
number of maximum allowed simultaneous communication
limitation, m, and can be given by
EF O =

1
m

m
X
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min(k,C)

k

(e

.
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)

X

s P (C, k, s).

(7)

1
f (C, k, s).
Ck

Now we derive an expression for f (C ⇤ , k, 0) that represents the number of ways k nodes can select frequency
offsets from C ⇤ frequency offsets, and none having a unique
frequency offset. This happens when any of the frequency
offsets chosen by a node is also chosen by at least another
node. This resembles to situations where the nodes form
groups of size two or more, then choose a frequency offset
as a group. For example, one possibility is when all of the
nodes choose the same frequency offset, which is equivalent
to all the nodes forming one group, then as a group choosing
a frequency offset. Another possibility is that few of the
nodes choose the same frequency offset as one group, and
the rest of the nodes choose another frequency offset as
another group. Since each group must contain at least two
nodes, the maximum number of groups that can be formed
is bk/2c. We use 2-associated Stirling number of second kind
[16], S2 (k, i), that represents the number of possible group
formations from k distinguishable objects into i groups each
containing at least 2 objects. The number of ways these i
groups can choose from C ⇤ frequency offsets is represented
⇤
by C Pi . Hence, f (C ⇤ , k, 0) can be represented as
⇤

f (C , k, 0) =

bk/2c

X

⇤

S2 (k, i) C Pi .

(10)

i=1

IV. R ESULTS AND A NALYSIS

s=1

The success probability, P (C, k, s), is derived based on
the condition where s number of simultaneous communications become successful out of k simultaneous transmission
attempts by choosing unique frequency offsets out of C
frequency offsets. Recall that a node will be successful in
transmitting only if the frequency offset chosen by the node
is unique in the sense that it is not chosen by any other
node. Since the total number of ways k nodes can choose
from C frequency offsets is C k , and each node chooses a
frequency offset randomly and independently of each other,
the success probability, P (C, k, s), is given by
P (C, k, s) =

unique frequency offsets from C frequency offsets, then we
can write f (C, k, s) as
✓ ◆
k C
f (C, k, s) =
Ps f (C s , k s , 0).
(9)
s

(8)

Here f (C, k, s) provides the number of possible ways k
nodes can choose from C frequency offsets with exactly
s nodes having selected a unique frequency offset. Note
that exactly s nodes select a unique frequency offset means
that none of the remaining (k s) nodes select a unique
frequency offset from the remaining (C
s) frequency
offsets. If ks represents the possible sets of nodes that can
be successful, and the number of s permutations of C, CPs ,
represents the possible ways this set of s nodes can choose

We implement the analytical models of the frequency
offset based multiple access and the multi-channel S-Aloha
in Matlab. We also simulate the frequency offset based
system using discrete event simulator OMNeT++. For the
simulation, we consider a single server with many interfaces that can represent the multiple virtual channels using
frequency offsets. One node randomly chooses a frequency
offset, a virtual channel in this case, to communicate with
the server. In the server, we impose the limitation on simultaneous communications imposed by the TR modulation
using frequency offsets. The server concludes successful
packet reception if different packets are received in different
virtual channels for a single time slot within the permitted
limitation on the number of simultaneous communications.
In the rest of the section, we present the results for both
of these models in terms of the total throughput and the
efficiency while varying the offered load. For frequency
offset based multiple access model, we consider different
limitations on simultaneous communications. For statistical
accuracy, 100 simulation runs are averaged with 95% confidence intervals. Afterwards, we present the analytical results
for multi-channel S-Aloha model, that we developed as an
intermediate step.
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Figure 1: Throughput of the frequency offset based system

A. Performance of frequency offset based multiple access
In this subsection, we present the performance evaluation
results in terms of the throughput and the efficiency for
the frequency offset based multiple access scheme for different limitation on the maximum number of simultaneous
transmissions, m, within the acceptable interference level.
The throughput and the efficiency results are obtained while
varying the offered traffic for analytical modelling using
Matlab, as presented in Section III, and simulation results
using OMNeT++. Here we present the results for frequency
offsets C = 5 and C = 25 to show how the throughput
and the efficiency changes, when the number of frequency
offsets in the system is increased from C = 5 to C = 25.
We choose C = 25, since this is a realistic value for the
number of frequency offsets with the given parameters, as
calculated in the Appendix A.
i. Throughput: The throughput results for frequency offset

based multiple access model is given in Fig. 1 with respect
to the offered traffic variation for frequency offsets C = 5
and C = 25, as presented in Section III Eq. 6. Here we
see a significant linear increase of throughput at offered
traffic load close to zero with increasing the number of simultaneous transmissions, m. After reaching the maximum,
the throughput decreases with increasing traffic load, due
to many collisions caused by the overload of the system.
Furthermore, by comparing the throughput of frequency
offsets C = 5 and C = 25, we see a significant increase
in the total throughput of the system, when more offsets
are added to the system. Note that the scaling in y-axis
for throughput results are different for frequency offsets of
C = 5 and C = 25 cases. The simulation results with 95%
confidence interval also confirm the analytical results.
ii. Efficiency: We present the efficiency results for the
frequency offset based multiple access scheme for different
limitations on the maximum number of simultaneous transmissions, m, in Fig. 2. To calculate efficiency, we normalize
the throughput with respect to the number of simultaneous
transmissions allowed, as presented in Section III Eq. 7.
At offered load close to zero, we see linear increase of
efficiency that slows down after reaching a maximum point
with increasing traffic load, as seen for the throughput case.
Here we see that the shapes of the curves correspond to
the characteristic behaviour of slotted Aloha. We observe
that m = 1 results in the single channel S-Aloha system,
because only one simultaneous communication is allowed.
This also provides basic validation of our model as a special
case. As m increases for a small number of frequency
offsets, for example C = 5, the maximum efficiency decreases; since increasing the limitation on simultaneous communications reduces the efficiency. However, we observe
that the maximum efficiency increases when the number of
frequency offsets increases, for example C = 25, and with
a relatively low number for the limitation on simultaneous
communications, for example m = 5. The reason is that the
probability of having a successful communication increases,
when more offsets become available to choose from the
frequency offset pool. As a result, we observe the maximum
efficiency exceeds the theoretical maximum of S-Aloha for
a higher number of frequency offsets available in the pool,
when a moderately low number of simultaneous communications are allowed. The maximum efficiency eventually
decreases with imposing higher limitations on the number
of simultaneous communications, for example m = 25, with
increasing traffic load.
B. Performance of multi-channel S-Aloha
As an intermediate step, we have obtained a model for
multi-channel S-Aloha. Here we present its performance in
terms of efficiency for several number of available channels
while varying the offered load in Fig. 3, as presented in
the analytical model in Section III Eq. 5. We see that the
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Figure 2: Efficiency of the frequency offset based system

access, where a successful communication implies that a
unique offset is chosen, and the total number of simultaneous
communications is below a certain limit. This multiple
access model provides the fundamental insight into the
performance of a MAC protocol that exploits TR modulation
in the physical layer. We find that the frequency offset
based system provides much higher throughput and an
increased efficiency compared to the multi-channel S-Aloha
system under similar conditions. For our future work, we
will analyze the multiple access protocol utilizing carrier
sense with total interference level, and taking duty cycle
operation into account. The total interference level increases
by simultaneous transmissions and the cross-mixing among
signals from different active nodes using different frequency
offsets.
A PPENDIX

shapes of the curves correspond to the multi-channel SAloha. When a single channel is available for C = 1,
the system successfully corresponds to the single channel
S-Aloha system along with its maximum efficiency. As
the number of frequency offsets increases, the efficiency
maintains the maximum efficiency value. Furthermore, the
position of the maximum efficiency point corresponds to
the offered load, that is, C = 25 provides highest efficiency
when offered load is 25 packets/sec. It means that a multichannel system with 25 channels provides its highest efficiency, when 25 packet transmissions are taking place in 25
different channels. Therefore, the results correspond to what
can be intuitively expected.
V. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK
This paper proposes a model for multiple access for
frequency offset based transmit-reference modulation using
a general model of multi-channel S-Aloha based multiple

A. Frequency Offset calculation
Using frequency offset based transmit-reference modulation system, only a discrete set of frequency offsets are
usable. The reason is, a frequency offset must be an integer
multiple of symbol rate, Rb [2], which is equivalent to the
data rate for binary phase shift keying (BPSK) modulation.
However, the physical layer imposes a restriction on the
maximum number of usable frequencies to be used as a
frequency offset, represented by fmax . This maximum frequency has to be much smaller than the coherence bandwidth
of the channel, BC ; i.e., f max ⌧ BC to ensure the reference
and the information signals are affected similarly by the
channel [2]. As a rule of thumb, this condition translates
as fmax 6 BC/10. The coherence bandwidth is inversely
proportional to the delay spread, ⌧rms , which has typical
value of 100 nsec for an indoor office environment [17].
Therefore, the maximum frequency to be used as an offset,

fmax , in an office environment is given by
1

1
BC
6 ⌧rms 6 100 ns 6 1000 KHz.
(11)
10
10
10
All the frequency offsets to be used should be less than
the maximum frequency. For a data rate of 25 kbps, the
corresponding symbol rate becomes 25 KHz. Thus, the
number of available frequency offsets, NFA , is given by

fmax 6

[4]

[5]
f max
1000 KHz
=
=
= 40.
(12)
Rb
25 KHz
However, the frequency offset in a particular link should
not be twice the frequency offset of another simultaneous
link [2], that is, fi 6= 2fj for i 6= j. This condition is
vitally important to minimize the inter-user interference and
maximize the signal-to-noise ratio. As a result, the number
of usable frequency offsets, NFU , is given by
NFA

NFU =

dX
max
NFA
N A + 4d
+
( F2d+1 ), f or even NFA ,
2
2

(13)

[6]

[7]
[8]

d=1

NFU =

dX
max
NFA + 1
N A + 4d
+
( F2d+1 ), f or odd NFA . (14)
2
2

[9]

d=1

Here (a/b) is the quotient of the division of the variable a
by b, and dmax is the greatest dividing exponent of a base 4
with respect to NFA , i.e., 4dmax  NFA , and 4dmax +1 > NFA .
As NFA is 40, thus dmax is 2 for this case (42 6 40 and
43 > 40). Since NFA in our case is an even number 40, we
can deduce using Eq. 13 that for a data rate of 25 kbps,
at most 26 frequency offsets are usable in simultaneous
communications within the 40 available frequency offsets.
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